
L1s. Reducing the risk for developmen-
tal factors that influence epigenetics
(eg stress and nutrition) may limit
L1 somatic mutation during CNS
development.
Somatic mutation studies of neurode-

velopmental disorders (autism, idiopathic
epilepsy) may reveal brain-specific alleles
that convey risk. Germlines may harbor
only a fraction of the alleles of interest
for CNS diseases.
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Psychiatric Illnesses
as Oscillatory
Connectomopathies

Neural oscillations underlie critical
computational and representational
functions of the brain. Oscillatory
activity extends from the millisecond

cycles of an interneuron-pyramidal
neuron microcircuit, to flows of in-
formation over hundreds of millise-
conds in columnar mesocircuits, to
the coordination of long-range brain
macrocircuit interactions over seconds
that support higher order cognitions
(Mathalon and Sohal, 2015). These
three regimes correspond roughly with
three orders of magnitude of frequency
ranges: 100 Hz (high gamma), 10 Hz
(delta to low gamma), and o1 Hz
(infraslow). Oscillations arise from
and interact on a neuronal scaffold,
whose intrinsic property is plasticity—
both developmental and experience
dependent. We propose that psychia-
tric illnesses are pathologies of the
oscillatory connectome, in which cri-
tical representational processes gener-
ated within neuronal architecture and
supported by oscillatory coupling are
distorted.
We define the oscillatory connec-

tome (OC) as the patterns of oscilla-
tory coupling of neuronal populations
under given conditions, physically
conjoined with a specific axodendritic
and glial architecture. The OC stores
information and executes computa-
tions through plasticity in topology,
synaptic strength, and membrane
conductance (Sejnowski and Paulsen,
2006). It reflects the interplay between
an individual’s genome, exposome,
developmental stage, and cognitive/
behavioral repertoire.
OC pathologies frequently manifest

at longer time scales across large
cortical and subcortical neural popula-
tions (eg, abnormal prefrontal-sub-
genual network dynamics seen in
depression during processing of emo-
tionally evocative stimuli (Smart et al,
2015)). Pathology may also be observed
at shorter time scales and within
localized neuronal assemblies, such as
impaired auditory representations in
early psychosis that progress conco-
mitant with volume reductions in
Heschl’s gyrus (Salisbury et al, 2007).
OC pathologies appear to be probabil-
istically related to clinical psychiatric
features.
Defining psychiatric illnesses as osci-

llatory connectomopathies has three
immediate research implications:

(1) Structural and physiological
assessments of the brain must
be integrated, ideally combining
detailed information on neural
architecture with measures of
oscillation patterns and their
coupling across different frequency
bands and brain regions.

(2) As genomics begins to elucidate
molecular components of abnor-
mal synaptic and microcircuit
function, we must discover how
such abnormalities contribute to
meaningful variations in oscilla-
tory meso- and macrocircuits. We
predict that dysplasticity mechan-
isms will represent key common
pathways—processes that affect
neural architecture or communica-
tion over time in a manner that:

(a) Impedes normal developmen-
tal and experience-dependent
plasticity in both micro and
mesoscale oscillatory dy-
namics (as is likely in schizo-
phrenia and autism), or

(b) Biases macroscale plasticity to-
ward selective enhancement of
maladaptive but highly salient
representations (as happens in
addictions, depression, PTSD).

(3) Significant innovations in psychiatric
nosology and treatment develop-
ment will require an understanding
of neural oscillatory connectomics
in health and disease. In social
anxiety, resting state connectivity
metrics (indirectly measuring the
infraslow OC) and tractography of
right inferior longitudinal fasci-
culus is five times better than
symptom severity at predicting
improvement after CBT (Whitfield-
Gabrieli et al, 2015). In schizophre-
nia, intensive auditory training
drives changes in oscillatory dyna-
mics across auditory and prefrontal
cortices that correlate with cogni-
tive gains (Dale et al, 2015). ‘RDoC’
and ‘successful target engage-
ment’—the new buzzwords in
psychiatric research—ultimately
mean understanding and harnes-
sing adaptive changes in the neural
network oscillation patterns that
give rise to human behavior.
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The Cellular Sequelae of
Early Stress: Focus on
Aging and Mitochondria

That stress and trauma impact physio-
logic systems and promote psychiatric
and other medical illness is now well

accepted. Biologic aging is driven by
molecular alterations at the cellular
level, including telomere decline and
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA)
mutations, promoting DNA damage,
and mitochondrial dysfunction. These
changes contribute to cellular
senescence, apoptosis and cancer risk,
signal increased inflammation, and
ultimately contribute to organ dysfunc-
tion and risk for age-related conditions
including diabetes and cardiovascular
disease. Early or severe stress is
associated with reductions in telomere
length and maintenance, suggesting
these exposures might accelerate the
aging process (Ridout et al, 2015). New
research supports the intriguing
hypothesis that early stress may also
affect mitochondrial function, further
linking early stress and accelerated
aging.
Mitochondria provide the main

source of cellular energy through
aerobic respiration and are integral to
cellular signaling. Reactive oxygen
species are a by-product of mitochon-
drial respiration that are not simply
mediators of cellular damage but have
vital roles in cellular signaling path-
ways (Picard et al, 2014). Aging is
characterized by increased mitochon-
drial ROS production, declines in
mitochondrial function, mtDNA
mutation accumulation, and mito-
chondrial replication alterations. These
changes contribute to metabolic and
inflammatory system dysregulation
and the development of age-related
disorders, including diabetes, Alzhei-
mer’s disease, and cardiovascular dis-
ease (Picard et al, 2014).
New data suggests that stress and

psychopathology are associated with
mitochondrial changes similar to those
seen with aging. Our group recently
reported increased leukocyte mtDNA
copy number in adults with a history
of early life stress and with depressive,
anxiety, and substance use disorders
(Tyrka et al, 2015b). In the same
subjects, telomere length was reduced
and mtDNA and telomere length were
correlated (Tyrka et al, 2015a). Similar
findings were reported in saliva of
subjects with early stress and depres-
sion (Cai et al, 2015) and, in animals

exposed to chronic stress or depression
models, mitochondrial activity is im-
paired in the hippocampus, thalamus,
and cortex (Picard et al, 2014). mtDNA
copy number is a gross measure of
mitochondrial activity; increases may
occur as a compensatory response to
impaired mitochondrial function
(Picard et al, 2014). These results
suggest that early stress may contribute
to mechanisms triggering such com-
pensatory responses and that psychia-
tric disorders may represent a form of
chronic stress.
New findings identify mechanistic

pathways linking stress, glucocorticoid
signaling, telomere dynamics, and mi-
tochondrial proliferation and function.
Telomerase, an enzyme that maintains
telomere length and modulates cell
signaling, gene expression, and DNA
damage responses, also influences mi-
tochondrial proliferation and function
(Sahin and DePinho, 2012). Telomer-
ase activity changes with stress and
other conditions altering neuroendo-
crine function (Ridout et al, 2015).
Glucocorticoid exposure, and asso-
ciated inflammatory and oxidative
stress pathway activation, is linked
with telomere shortening and may be
a mechanism through which early
stress contributes to telomere decline
(Ridout et al, 2015). Glucocorticoid
signaling is also involved in mitochon-
drial replication (Cai et al, 2015) and
can damage mitochondria via elevating
glucose levels, promoting systemic
inflammation, altering gene expression
in proapoptotic pathways, and
hastening cellular aging (Picard et al,
2014). Increased demands on mito-
chondria in brain regions impacted by
early stress such as the hippocampus
may increase ROS production and
mtDNA damage, contributing to
reduced energy production and
proapoptotic signaling in these brain
regions, which may result in changes in
neurotransmitter signaling, neuronal
cell function, and viability (Picard
et al, 2014). Such potential mecha-
nisms warrant further exploration and
may constitute intervention targets
to prevent stress-related aging and
disease.
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